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Over the past few weeks, I have been thinking about inside sales teams.  Specifically, my thoughts have circled 
around four main thoughts:  
 

• The evolving difference between customer service and actual inside sales. 

• Inside sales evolution in a world where many of the outside salespeople are stuck in their home offices and 
fielding calls. 

• Customer behavior in a world where many people do not have a well-defined workspace. 

• How the current COVID-situation might accelerate the rate of ongoing change within the inside 
sales/customer service operations of AHTD members. 

 
Our surveys have covered the changes in the outside sales performance.  We’ve pulled data on the number of 
calls made and how your outside salespeople were fairing in a world of Zoom meetings and remote sales calls.  
Early on, a few might have imagined outside activities would change, but the inside would continue to operate 
untouched by pandemic conditions.  After four and a half months, the situation has become clear.  Inside 
activities have changed as well.  It is high time for us to look at an equally important, yet sometimes ignored 
group.   
 
Looking backward, I wish the survey would have asked the question:  Does your inside sales team consist of 
customer service representatives (CSR), inside salespeople, or a mix of both?  We didn’t and it was my fault.  
Truthfully, I felt the survey was already lengthy, so adding several clarifying points on the differences could 
have been a major distraction.  I believe ASPs and suppliers alike need to begin thinking about the difference.   
 
With the risk of sounding pompous, self-serving, and overrated, allow me to quote from the distributor 
channel blog. 

Customer Service tasks include:  
• Offer price and delivery options on customer provided part numbers. 
• Transcribe orders from phone, fax, and email to the company ERP system. 
• Answer customer questions on inventory availability, ship dates, and freight issues. 
• Confirm delivery dates. 
• Answer rudimentary expediting calls. 
• Review of open orders to ensure products are shipped and billed properly. 

 
Inside Sales tasks include: 

• Assist customers in selecting the right product for their application. 
• Convert customers from competitive products. 
• Provide expert guidance on some application issues. 
• Recommend ancillary products required to complete the customer’s application. 
• Negotiate pricing in competitive situations. 

 
Inside sales survey report 
Over 80 percent of our members report no change in the number of people working on their inside team.  I see 
this as a good thing.  Why?  Aside from the human part of job loss during an economic and biological storm, 
the inside component of our business is critical to long-term success.  Finding good people is hard.  Training 
new people is time-intensive and costly.  Further, I believe a trained and properly deployed inside team will be 
an important part of any recovery strategy.  There is one caveat.  The best teams of the future will most likely 
function differently than during the pre-COVID days.  Productivity tools, different workflows, and technology 
additions will be required. 



 

  

 
 

AHTD Members are already demonstrating their ability to quickly apply technology when it’s needed.  The 
majority have employed remote connectivity and other data-com technology enabling inside teams to function 
remotely.  If asked if this would work a handful of years ago, nearly everyone would say no.  However, when 
the pandemic forced their hand, inside sales changed direction in a matter of weeks.  Ironically, the shifts 
required for the future will come with no deadline.   As a group, we need to set our own deadlines for 
deploying the next set of tools, technologies, and all the rest.  

 

 

The survey also enquired as to the number and types of calls flowing into the inside sales group.  Under the 
heading of true confessions, we might have worded the question to include emails, short message service 
(SMS) texts, and maybe even faxes.  Although surveys indicate 80 percent of our kind of customers prefer 
email communications over using the phone, walking by an inside department still leaves the impression of 
phone calls and lots of them.  
 
Our survey indicates the “lots of them” part is a bit less than the pre-Coronavirus days.  Question for your 

inside salespeople:  Are customers doing more email since the start of this corona-crap?   

Here are a couple of answers from those offering up additional data on the survey: 
“We are getting more email communication than phone calls these days.  This could possibly be a 
result of customers working remotely?”  

 
“The subject matter is identical, but phone calls have practically stopped entirely and email and web-
chat make up the vast majority of interactions.” 

 



 

 
 

 
 
We followed up on changes in the types of calls with an open-ended question.  Here is a sampling of our 
responses: 

• “Large capital projects have gone away. Complex projects are limited. I equate it to people inquiring 
about bandages instead of surgery.” 

• “More technical calls because our suppliers have reduced the hours their employees are working.” 

• “We are getting more customer support calls.  These take much longer than simple order transaction 
calls.” 

Plus, we received this interesting comment from one of AHTD’s supplier members. 

• “Current calls are existing customers or businesses familiar with our product offerings. Minimal 
business development opportunities.” 
 

Is the inside sales team making proactive calls? 
Again, quoting myself from the Distributor Channel blog, I said this: 

Based on hundreds of conversations on the topic, I believe most distributor managers wish their inside 
sales teams were more proactive.  This would include the following: 

• Suggesting items for add-on sales. 

• Gathering of data tied to customers.  Things like new projects under consideration, 
technologies being explored, and changes in processes at the customer facility. 

• Discovering new contacts at the customer. 

• Learning about issues/problems with existing products. 

• A better understanding of the competitive landscape. 

• Reaching out to customers who are called on infrequently. 
 



 

We asked AHTD members to comment on whether the inside sales teams were moving into the proactive side 
of the business.  Just over half responded yes.  I see this as an incredibly positive and necessary move for the 
future.  Here are the responses: 

 
 
Other miscellaneous news of interest 
While not directly tied to the survey, there have been several other “news releases” that should be noted:  
 
Rockwell Automation, whose product sales generally parallel those of AHTD members, recently reported on 
the quarter ending June 30.  The organic sales numbers for North America (again laying over AHTD) were down 
20.0 percent.  I believe this further justifies our belief the typical AHTD member is running somewhere 
between -15 to 20 percent below pre-COVID status.   The report can be seen here.  
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20200728005316/en/Rockwell-Automation-Reports-Quarter-
Fiscal-2020-Results 
 
UK manufacturing levels are improving.  While only our supply-partner members are doing significant business 
in the UK, I believe the numbers provide us an overview of things to come.  Recalling the UK was in serious 
COVID-doodoo a month or so ago, I see this as a potential sign of our times.  Here is an excerpt of the report:  
https://drivesncontrols.com/news/fullstory.php/aid/6420/UK_manufacturing_stabilises_in_June_and_output
_edges_higher.html 

“Manufacturing production rose slightly for the first time in four months during June, with the 
intermediate goods sector showing the steepest growth, while consumer goods producers saw only a 
mild expansion… Business sentiment rose to a 21-month high in June, with more than 63% of 
manufacturers predicting that output will rise over the coming year.” 

 
The AHTD/ITR Quarterly Report is out and posted on the AHTD website.  Here is a snippet I think might spur 
you to read it: 

“Taken together, the above evidence is cause for measured optimism. Recovery will be gradual as 
uncertainty fades and budgets rebalance. We expect a peak-to-trough decline in annual Industrial 
Production to come in at about 13.3%, slightly less than what we saw in the Great Recession.” 
 

Looking forward to our next survey – CLICK HERE 
Once more, we will measure sales figures and backlogs compared to pre-corona times.  The survey will also 
explore dynamics tied to fee-based services and technical resources through our little pandemic episode. 
 
Reviewing all we have covered; I continue to be blown away by the power of our association and the lifelong 
ties we have created.  I thought it appropriate to end with a quote from an AHTD member commenting on a 
silver lining in a world that seems to be focusing on a dark cloud of viral particulates.    

“We're in the Automation Business.  In post-pandemic times, there will be more opportunities to 
develop new solutions in nontraditional market segments/customers.  It’s no different than after 
9/11.   Things will be permanently changed, but we can count on more automation replacing 
mundane human activities.  It should be good for our business.”   

 
I agree.   We are the masters of the automation world.  
 

Answer Choices

Yes

No

Don't know

Are your inside salespeople being 

asked to make proactive calls?

Responses

53.85%

39.74%

6.41%
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